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Congratulations to the following children for achieving this week’s     

Headteacher’s Award: 

  Sunshine Nursery: Alice (super Google Meet participation)    Rainbow: Henry (brilliant 

improvement with his writing) 

 Red Class:  Lincoln (super enthusiasm in all his learning)   Orange Class: Zoey (trying all her 

GC work with such positivity) 

Yellow Class: Charlie (fabulous facts!)      Purple Class: Charlie (marvelous maths) 

Green Class: Eleanor Sa (100% engagement)     Blue Class: Sophie (Great GC engagement) 

HT award winners will receive a hand delivered certificate, badge and treat each week.  

Congratulations to Rainbow 

who had 90% engagement this 

week. 
 

 Other classes this week:  

Blue (87%)   Green (82%)      

Purple (78%)  Yellow (72%) 

Orange (83%)  and   Red (87%)  

 

Well done for all those who     

engaged in this week’s live     

learning. Don’t forget to take a 

well-deserved break from GC next 

week! Remote learning                

re-commences on 22.02.21 

After the half-term holidays there will be weekly live reading provision 

for every child. This may look slightly different in each year group 

and may be achieved by large group active reading, small group 

reading or individual reading, depending on need. Reluctant readers 

and those finding reading tricky will receive additional live support. 

Both teachers and support staff will be 

utilised in the delivery of this initiative. 

The class teacher will provide you with 

a regular time slot via your child’s 

Google Classroom platform.  

 

 

 

‘Pobble’ are currently sharing lots of non-screen 

fun activities ideas, great for the half-term break.  

https://medium.com/pobble/simple-and-fun-non-

screen-activities-that-children-can-do-at-home-

115543cb3b9c 
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A message from Miss Carter (Modern Foreign Languages Lead): In Key Stage 2, we 

typically have one lesson of French each week, with other opportunities to be exposed 

to the language daily (e.g. date written in French on the board and displays in class). We 

have recently started using a new scheme called 'Language Angels' which provides     

interactive videos and games with the correct pronunciation for all to hear and help with 

learning. The children are assessed in the four key areas of language learning:       

speaking, listening, reading and writing - at the end of every topic so that we can adapt 

our learning for the next lessons. At home, children also have the chance to practice their French skills by logging 

onto the Language  Angels scheme and play games to help with their understanding and vocabulary. Pupils have 

been given their log in details and instructions and can request them from teachers if they have been misplaced.  

We have bought into all these apps and websites for our children 

to access. Login details have been shared. See your child’s GC. 

 

 

 

 

 

Our GC theme for week beginning 22nd February 

is ’Languages’ and KS2 children will be focusing on     

French for the afternoon home learning activities. 

Children in Years 3 - 6 have been given log in    

details and  instructions to access the ‘Language 

Angels’ website so it would be lovely to see lots of 

you playing the interactive games on there to help 

with learning. For children in Reception, Year 1 and 

Year 2, it would be fantastic to see some of you 

starting to learn the language. Your challenge is to 

start learning the numbers 1-10 or, if you find that 

too tricky, look at some colours! Bonne chance!  

 

https://www.languageangels.com 


